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Abstract. Non-linear image registration is an important tool in many
areas of image analysis. For instance, in morphometric studies of a population of brains, free-form deformations between images are analyzed
to describe the structural anatomical variability. Such a simple deformation model is justiﬁed by the absence of an easy expressible prior about
the shape changes. Applying the same algorithms used in brain imaging
to orthopedic images might not be optimal due to the diﬀerence in the
underlying prior on the inter-subject deformations. In particular, using
an un-informed deformation prior often leads to local minima far from
the expected solution. To improve robustness and promote anatomically
meaningful deformations, we propose a locally aﬃne and geometry-aware
registration algorithm that automatically adapts to the data. We build
upon the log-domain demons algorithm and introduce a new type of
OBBTree-based regularization in the registration with a natural multiscale structure. The regularization model is composed of a hierarchy
of locally aﬃne transformations via their logarithms. Experiments on
mandibles show improved accuracy and robustness when used to initialize the demons, and even similar performance by direct comparison to
the demons, with a signiﬁcantly lower degree of freedom. This closes the
gap between polyaﬃne and non-rigid registration and opens new ways
to statistically analyze the registration results.

1

Introduction

In orthopaedic research, and particularly in reconstructive trauma of mandibles,
there are a number of surgical interventions such as tumor resection, fracture
reconstructions, osteomyelitis or other bone loss repair, which requires implantation of a reconstructive plate. Conventional plate designs, based on shape analysis of a typically small cohort of cadaver specimens or computerized tomography
(CT) derived data, fail at capturing the anatomical complexity of the mandible
and its shape variation as encountered in a population. In many cases, the results are unsatisfactory and complications such as plate exposure, plate fracture,
and screw failure may occur. For instance, it has been reported that suboptimal
plate design leads to plate fracturing in 2.9 to 11% of implantations [4]. Additionally intra-operative bending and re-bending of a plate leads to residual stresses,
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which aﬀect the mean stress in fatigue loading. The solution is to manufacture
the plate as close to the human anatomy as possible. For this the morphometry
of the mandible should be analyzed in 3D. In the last years, methodologies based
on computational anatomy techniques have been explored for shape analysis of
the mandible [8], and for population-based orthopaedic femural plate design [7].
A common key step in these works is the need to capture the shape variability
as encountered in a population, which is typically performed through non-rigid
image registration.
Many existing non-linear registration algorithms for medical images require
target deformations to be smooth and invertible. In absence of more precise
priors, this could be a reasonable assumption, but it often leads to many local
minima far from the optimal deformation. The complexity of the shape (e.g.
condyle and coronoid process in the mandible) and the encapsulated population shape variability makes the registration a challenging task, which calls for
improvements in non-rigid registration for orthopeadic research. Whenever additional knowledge about the anatomy is known, we should exploit it to guide
the search of the deformation towards anatomically more meaningful ones.
We hypothesized that a hierarchical anatomically-based characterization of
the structure under study can improve the quality of non-rigid registration results. In this paper we present a novel method, which incorporates such a description of the geometry of the anatomy into the registration process. The
method builds on the work of [9], where the authors presented a polyaﬃneregularized demons algorithm, however we believe that deﬁning the regions for
the locally aﬃne deformations should not be left to the user. This becomes even
more evident in the case of a multiscale representation of the geometry, where
the deﬁnition and division process is not clear, not to mention the time aspect.
Thus we propose an automatic and anatomically motivated hierarchical scheme.
Our contributions are three-fold: First, we demonstrate that registration accuracy and robustness can be improved by incorporating a locally aﬃne and
anatomy-aware hierarchical scheme. Second, we demonstrate that the complexity of the target deformation can be reduced, which is of great interest in statistics for computational anatomy. The complexity reduction stems from the fact
that in contrast to standard multilevel schemes we introduce a higher degree of
freedom per region by allowing the region to undergo an aﬃne transformation
as opposed to a mere translation. Furthermore, the aﬃne transformation provides important information about the anatomy since it is implicitly deﬁned by
the geometry of the anatomical structure. Third, we visualize that our approach
opens new ways for multiscale statistics in medical imaging.

2

An OBBTree-Based Polyaﬃne Log-Demons

Our main contribution in this paper is to show that the demons algorithm can be
enhanced in orthopedics applications with an appropriate model. The main idea
of the proposed algorithm is to introduce a multiscale regularization implicitly deﬁned via the geometry of the anatomical structure under study. In the following
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sections we review three methods that will be important to formulate our registration: Log-demons, polyaﬃne registration and polyaﬃne log-demons. Then we
present the new multiscale scheme and the integration into the log-demons.
Log-Demons Registration. To setup correspondences between anatomical
images, a set of images are registered to a reference. We use the recent diﬀeomorphic log-domain demons registration approach described in [10]. One interesting
point of this registration framework is the eﬃcient optimization in the domain of
stationary velocity ﬁelds. These velocity ﬁelds can be looked at as generators for
diﬀeomorphic deformations through the group exponential map that can be very
eﬃciently computed using the scaling and squaring method [2]. This property
explains the denomination of log-domain (or simply log-demons) registration.
Polyaﬃne Registration. Polyaﬃne transformations were introduced in [3] to
fuse locally rigid and aﬃne transformations into a diﬀeomorphism. The basic
idea is to consider each local aﬃne transformation as the ﬂow of a speed vector
ﬁeld obtained through the log of the aﬃne transformation. Then, instead of
averaging the aﬃne matrices, one averages these vector ﬁelds with spatial weights
describing the inﬂuence of each region. The ﬂow of the resulting vector ﬁeld
automatically gives a diﬀeomorphic transformation. In [5] the authors introduced
an eﬃcient approximation of that framework. However, the regions are manually
deﬁned on the reference prior to the registration procedure.
Polyaﬃne Log-Demons Registration. The polyaﬃne framework was later
enhanced in [1] to work with stationary vector ﬁelds. This new formulation
suggested that polyaﬃne transformations could be compatible in some sense with
the log-demons. In [9] the authors present a marriage of the two approaches and
showed a speciﬁc application to femur bones with three ﬁxed regions, head, shaft
and condyles. However manually choosing the number of regions is a diﬃcult
process which is not easy for new applications. In case of hierarchical schemes,
this is an intractable task, due to the need to ﬁnd regions for each level, and the
fact that the number of regions usually grows at least quadratically with levels.
Now let us introduce a general formulation of [9] for n regions. Let Mi be the
3 × 4 non null components of the log of the aﬃne transformation and ṽ(x) be
the polyaﬃne velocity ﬁeld model:
n
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where x, wi , n, are spatial position, weight for region i and number of regions,
respectively. Now given vc , the correspondence velocity ﬁeld computed by the
demons (not regularized), we can solve for Mi using linear least squares, i.e.

2
minimizing Cpoly (M1 , . . . , Mn ) = λ(x) vc (x) − ṽ(x) dx, where λ is a binary mask indicating
background voxels. Thisproblem has an explicit solu
Mi .Σij = Bi , with Σij = λ(x).wi (x).wj (x).x.xT dx and
tion given by
j

Bi = λ(x).wi (x).v(x).xT dx. To estimate Mi we need to solve the system
M.Σ = B, where Σ is symmetrical and thus diagonalizable and the minimal
norm solution is given using the pseudo inverse M = B.Σ + .
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OBBTree-Based Hierarchical Scheme for the Polyaﬃne Log-Demons.
The concept of oriented bounding boxes (OBB) has been used extensively in
computer graphics to speed up ray tracing and interference detection computations. In [6] the authors presented a hierarchical version and an algorithm to
compute it eﬃciently. An OBBTree is a hierarchy of OBB’s in 3D space. Let
us consider ﬁrst a surface (in our case an iso-surface of the CT image). The
algorithm computes OBB’s via principle component analysis of the vertex coordinates, which give the orientation (principle component directions) and the
extent (outmost point on the principle component). A reﬁnement to avoid bias
towards densely populated patches is to sample the convex hull of the vertex
coordinates and approximate the analytic surface by a linear sum of all triangle
areas. There are two ways of calculating the hierarchy, bottom-up and top-down.
Top-down approaches start with all vertices and subdivide the points into two
groups at every subsequent hierarchical level, whereas bottom-up approaches
start by assigning one box per vertex and combine vertices until one box contains all vertices. We used the top-down approach, which divides the vertices
into two groups by projecting the vertex coordinates onto the principle components, and using the mean point as the group boundary. The algorithm stops
once there are no more divisions possible along any component. For images, the
point set could result from a random sampling weighted by the importance of
points (e.g. norm of the gradient).
The weights wi (x) are deﬁned on the OBBTree using multidimensional Gaussian functions as follows,

2
2
2
, σi2
, σi3
).RiT ]−1 .(x − x̄i ) , (2)
wi (x) = exp −0.5.(x − x̄i )T .[Ri . diag(σi1
where x̄i and Ri are center point and orientation of the ith OBB, and σi1 , σi2 ,
2
σi3 are the extent of the weights along each axis of the OBB. The parameter σij
can be set by the user to enforce diﬀerent smoothing behavior between regions.
2
To obtain an intuitive understanding of the smoothing parameter σij
we introduce the concept of relative regional mass (RRM). The RRM deﬁnes
the
relative

wi (x)dx

mass for the most prominent weight in a given region: RRMi = Ωi wi (x)dx , where
Ω
Ωi and Ω are the volume given by the ellipsoid that ﬁts inside the ith OBB and
the volume of the entire image, respectively. In the special case of RRM equal
to 1, there is no overlap between regions. In Fig. 2 (right), a range of possible
values are shown with corresponding mean squared error and harmonic energy.
2
to obtain the same RRM for all regions.
In practice, we adjust σij
N10 = M10
N11 = M11 − M10

N21 = M21 − M10

Fig. 1. Tree of log aﬃne transformations for the ﬁrst two levels
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Algorithm 1. OBBTree Log-Demons (OBB-LD)
Sequentially register OBBTree levels l = 0, . . . , k
– Initialize demons with previous level v l = v l−1 (for starting level v 0 = 0)
– Iterate until convergence
• Compute correspondence stationary velocity ﬁeld vcl (not regularized)
+
• Solve linear least square problem M l = B l .Σ l
l
l
• Combine M1 , . . . , Mn using the polyaﬃne model (1) to ṽ l
• Let v l = ṽ l

The integration of our hierarchical model into the demons (after rigid alignment) is shown in Algorithm 1. The OBBTree-based polyaﬃne log-demons regularizes the velocity ﬁelds during each update step. The ﬁnal result is a velocity
ﬁeld that includes all registration steps allowing for statistics on diﬀeomorphisms
as described in [2]. In addition we obtain Mil , which is the ith log aﬃne transformation at level l, providing us with a low-parametric representation of the
anatomical structure and allowing further hierarchical statistical analysis and
modeling. The hierarchical structure is shown in Fig. 1. Since we are working in
the log-Euclidean framework we can subtract the previous log transform from
the current level to obtain Nil , which describes the remaining transformation at
that level. The importance of such a hierarchy lies in its power of decomposing features into diﬀerent scales, this will be elaborated in the next section by
performing a hierarchical PCA for mandibles.

3

Experiments on Mandible CT’s

To evaluate the performance of our new method we conducted registrations
on 47 CT images of mandibles. After rigid alignment of the OBB at level 0, we
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Fig. 2. (left) Boxplot of mean squared error (MSE) of intensities for each level. G0 and
G6 are standard log-demons initialized with L0 and L6, respectively. L0 is one region
only, i.e. standard aﬃne initialization. The red crosses indicate outliers. (right) The
relative regional mass (RRM) represents the amount of smoothing between regions,
where 1 means no overlap between regions.
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OBB

Correlation

PC1 front view

PC1 side view

Fig. 3. (OBB) 6 levels of the OBBTree visualized on the reference mandible, starting
with level 0 up to level 5. (Correlation) Major axis of correlations between regions,
color coded from cold (blue=0.4) to warm (red=1.0). (PC1 front and side view) Red
and white surface are −2 and +2 standard deviations from the mean.
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performed an OBBTree-based registration with 0 to 6 levels (L0 to L6), each level
being initialized by the previous one. Additionally, we initialized two standard
log-demons with Gaussian regularization (G0 and G6) at the ﬁrst and last level
(L0 and L6), respectively. Since L0 is one region, it is equivalent to a standard
aﬃne initialization.
Fig. 2 (left) shows three important results: (1) Decrease of mean squared error
(MSE) with increasing amount of regions (levels). (2) G0 shows higher median,
variability and more outliers than G6, which indicates the improvements in terms
of robustness, when used as an initialization for standard demons. (3) L6 shows
similar performance as G0 and G6, this indicates that by using 26 = 64 regions,
we can model a standard demons (relative degrees of freedom: three times the
number of voxels). For example, given the dimensions of our mandible CT’s our
method uses only ≈ 0.01% degrees of freedom to reach the same MSE compared
to a standard demons.
Fig. 2 (right) depicts MSE and harmonic energy as a function of diﬀerent
RRM’s. The MSE converges at RRM=0.74, whereas the harmonic energy increases with increasing RRM values. For the experiments we chose a RRM of
0.74 to obtain the best MSE with highest smoothness.
Fig. 3 shows 5-level OBBTree, weight correlation structure and the ﬁrst principle component for each level. The weight correlation structure is computed
−1/2
−1/2
as Γij = Σii .Σij .Σjj , and Γij is decomposed using singular value decomposition to extract the major axis of correlation. The correlation of the major
axis is colored coded from cool (blue=0.4) to warm (red=1). The graph structure clearly reveals the intrinsic underlying dimensionality of the object at each
scale, going from a curve to a ribbon and ﬁnally in some areas locally to a 3D
volume. It would be interesting to study if this could be a robust alternative to
the medial axis or surface representation.
The per level PCA can be interpreted as follows: (L0) global scaling; (L1)
thickness; (L2) reorientation in the region of the masseter; (L3) relative displacement of condyles and coronoid processes; (L4) change in teeth region; (L5)
change in back teeth region. This gives a visual validation of the usefulness of
per level hierarchical statistical analysis, clearly distributing feature to diﬀerent
scales.

4

Conclusions

In this work we presented a geometry-aware multiscale approach for registration.
We showed that our method signiﬁcantly robustiﬁes the standard demons and
increases its repeatability when the full range of scales is used. When stopping at
a reasonable scale (here only 64 components), it even performs similarly while
presenting signiﬁcant reduction of degrees of freedom of the registration. We
further visualized a per hierarchical level PCA, which suggested a clear division
of shape features into the diﬀerent levels, allowing for a better interpretation, as
opposed to a PCA on the entire ﬁeld with potential mixtures of features.
This new method opens a large number of potential research opportunities:
How to analysis tree-like data objects? How to enforce sparsity on these objects?
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What is the correlation between levels? How to measure anatomical meaningfulness of deformations quantitatively (in this work a qualitative approach visualizing the modes of variation is used)? How to measure the explained variance
in trees? All these questions will be addressed in future work.
Acknowledgements. This work has been funded by the Swiss National Science
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